Federal-aid Essentials for Local Public Agencies

Federal-aid Simplified.

Take advantage of the FHWA’s new online library of dynamic videos and rich array of resources, designed for local public agencies. Each video addresses a single topic—condensing the complex regulations and requirements of the Federal-aid Highway Program into easy-to-understand concepts and illustrated examples.

Visit Federal-aid Essentials today!

www.fhwa.dot.gov/federal-aidessentials
Readily Accessible and Available When You Need an Answer!

Online video library illustrates essential topics for successful Federal-aid Highway Program delivery

- Includes informational videos and references
- Presented in plain language
- Offers extensive directory of State & Federal resources

Federal-aid Simplified. Main Categories.

- Overview
- Finance
- Civil Rights
- Environment
- Right-of-Way
- Project Development
- Project Construction & Contract Administration

For More Information
E-mail: LPA-feedback@dot.gov.